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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR COMPRESSED AND COMPACTED VIRTUAL MEMORY

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates generally to memory systems. More particularly, this invention relates to compressed and/or compacted memory for virtual memory systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Virtualization techniques have been developed to enhance memory management for memory space having a size exceeding actual physical capacity of a memory device. Typically, memory virtualization can be based on memory swapping using a storage device coupled to the memory device. As memory objects and/or IO (input/output) sizes are not deterministic, different sizes or pages of memory which are uncompressed may be swapped in/out between the storage and memory devices. As a result, IO through put and/or latency for transferring stored memory data for the swap memory may negatively impact the performance of the virtual memory system.

[0003] Further, the performance of certain storage devices, such as spin based hard disks, may have strong dependency on data locality for memory access to reduce lengthy disk spins. However, data locality may not be guaranteed during runtime as clustering characteristics for memory access vary in different data processing tasks. Thus, memory swapping by paging in/out between the memory device and the storage device to support generic data processing tasks can further degrade the perceived performance of the memory system.

[0004] Although the trend of adopting larger and larger sizes of actual physical memory tends to alleviate performance cost in inter device memory swap, certain feature enhancements in data processing systems may be provided without memory size changes. For example, support for higher screen resolution may be imposed on existing devices based on substantially the same amount of memory size. However, a mere two times higher screen resolution may correspond to four times increase in window buffer sizes. As a result, without a compensating increase in physical memory size, the system performance for higher screen resolution may degrade and become visibly slower.

[0005] Therefore, traditional implementations of virtual memory systems are not capable of supporting performance requirements constrained by limited physical memory.
sizes.

**SUMMARY OF THE DESCRIPTION**

[0006] A compressed memory pool dynamically maintained in a memory device can provide an additional layer of support for a virtual memory based on the memory device coupled with a mass storage device. Virtual memory addresses may be paged or mapped into an uncompressed portion of the memory device, the compressed memory pool and/or the storage device. The compressed memory pool may grow and shrink within the memory device without a size limitation for the virtual memory.

[0007] In one embodiment, a memory page (e.g. a unit of area of uncompressed memory) may be compressed into a compressed memory unit (or compressed page) in the compressed memory. Multiple compressed memory units may be compacted together as a fixed sized segment in the compressed memory. The segment may be sized for efficient data transfer between the memory device and the mass storage device for swapping in/out segments of compressed memory units to support a virtual memory pager.

[0008] In another embodiment, a memory device may include a dynamically updated portion of compressed memory for a virtual memory. The memory device can include an uncompressed portion of memory separate from the compressed portion of memory. The virtual memory may be capable of mapping a memory address to the compressed portion of memory. A memory region allocated in the uncompressed portion of memory can be compressed into the compressed portion of memory. As a result, the memory region can become available (e.g. after being compressed) for future allocation requested in the memory device. The compressed portion of memory may be updated to store the compressed memory region. The compressed memory region may be decompressed back to the uncompressed portion in the memory device in response to a request to access data in the compressed memory region.

[0009] In another embodiment, a virtual memory based on a memory device is provided. The memory device can be dynamically partitioned into an uncompressed portion of memory and a compressed portion of memory, such as DRAM (volatile memory). The uncompressed portion of memory can store working data processed via a processor coupled to the memory device. One or more pages of the uncompressed portion of memory can be compressed into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory. The compression can increase available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory. The compressed memory units
can be decompressed back from the compressed portion of memory to the uncompressed portion of memory, for example, in response to a page fault for an access request to data in one of the compressed memory units. At least one of the varied sized compressed memory units can be swapped out from the compressed portion of memory to a mass storage device to increase available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory.

[0010] In another embodiment, one or more memory pages of an uncompressed portion of a memory device can be compressed into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in a compressed portion of the memory device. A mass storage device (such as a magnetic hard drive (HDD) or a composite storage device, treated as one logical volume from a file system's perspective, that includes an HDD and flash memory) can be coupled with the memory device. The varied sized compressed memory units can be compacted into a segment in the compressed portion of the memory device. The one compressed memory unit can be decompressed from the compressed portion to the uncompressed portion of the memory device in response to an access request to one of the compressed memory units. The segment of the compressed memory units may be swapped out to the mass storage device to increase available memory space in the memory device.

[0011] Other features of the present invention will be apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the detailed description that follows.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0012] The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which like references indicate similar elements and in which:

[0013] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a virtual memory system based on compressed and/or compacted memory;

[0014] Figure 2 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of compressing and decompressing memory for a virtual memory;

[0015] Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to swap compressed memory pages for a virtual memory;

[0016] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to swap a compacted segment of compressed memory for a virtual memory;

[0017] Figure 5 illustrates one example of a data processing system such as a computer
system, which may be used in conjunction with the embodiments described herein.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0018] Methods and apparatuses for compressed and compacted virtual memory are described herein. In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide thorough explanation of embodiments of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art, that embodiments of the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known components, structures, and techniques have not been shown in detail in order not to obscure the understanding of this description.

[0019] Reference in the specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment can be included in at least one embodiment of the invention. The appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment" in various places in the specification do not necessarily all refer to the same embodiment.

[0020] The processes depicted in the figures that follow, are performed by processing logic that comprises hardware (e.g., circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), software (such as is run on a general-purpose computer system or a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. Although the processes are described below in terms of some sequential operations, it should be appreciated that some of the operations described may be performed in different order. Moreover, some operations may be performed in parallel rather than sequentially.

[0021] In one embodiment, a compression pool (or pool of compressed memory units) in a memory device may be managed dynamically using log based data structures (or log structures). Data can be put in the compression pool in a packed and/or compressed manner to shrink required memory space for storing the data. When to swap stored data between the compression pool and a mass storage device (or nonvolatile storage device) may be automatically determined in a self contained compressed memory management system, for example, to insulate a virtual memory system or other applicable memory usage module, from the underlying compression pool.

[0022] Memory data may be compressed to reduce swap file size, for example, for data transfer efficiency between a memory device and a swap device such as a mass storage device. Additionally, memory data may be compressed into a compression pool based on efficient memory compression schemes with compression/decompression cost (e.g. in
several micro seconds) significantly less (e.g. several orders of magnitudes) than conventional disk swap speed with a swap device. The compression pool may grow in size within the memory device when needed to reduce required swapping operations with the swap device.

[0023] For example, the compression pool can grow and work as large as the available physical memory size as long as there is enough memory space left (e.g. a small number of memory pages) to perform memory compression/decompression operations to shift data in/out of the compression pool. A working set may be maintained to fit in the uncompressed portion of memory with varied sizes as the compression pool grows/shrinks. If the working set (e.g. memory allocated for a set of live tasks for data operations of a processor) spills into the compression pool (or compressed portion of memory), memory pages may be pulled (e.g. based on a certain predetermined rate) from the compressed portion to substitute between the compressed and uncompressed portions (or layers) of memory to support the working set. Requests or requirements for additional memory space to allocate may be detected to indicate that the existing working set has spilled over. The working set may be extended via a LRU (least recently used) ordering strategy to select which memory pages to be compressed into the compression pool.

[0024] In one embodiment, multiple compression/decompression schemes or mechanisms may be dynamically selected during run time. Each scheme may be based on one or more compression/decompression algorithms. The selection may be made based on a hint or heuristic provided by the creator (e.g. an application or process initiating or requesting allocation) of the memory, or it could be determined by looking in each page of memory about to be compressed for a particular pattern of data. In one embodiment, one of the compression/decompression schemes may be designated as the default one applicable to a majority of allocated memories (e.g. without any hint provided by corresponding memory creators). This scheme would also be used as the default one if a pattern matching mechanism was in play, and no match was made. One candidate that might benefit (e.g. see more efficient compression) from a specialized compression/decompression scheme is the memory created for use by graphics operations (e.g. via a GPU).

[0025] In some embodiments, compaction operations may be performed in the compression pool to maintain log structures in the compressed memory segments. For example, compressed data units may be packed together within one compression memory segment (e.g. for minor compaction) and/or across multiple compression memory
segments (e.g. for major compaction). Compaction operations may be initiated on requests and/or automatically as compressed data are removed from or stored into the compressed memory. Log structures may allow efficient input/output operations (e.g. read/write operations) on the compression pool within a memory device and/or between coupling storage devices.

[0026] According to one embodiment, as compressed data is pulled out from the compression pool, holes (i.e. empty memory space previously occupied by the compressed data) may be created. As a result, memory usage of the compression pool may become less and less efficient if these holes are not removed. Minor compaction operations can be performed to move compressed data within a memory segment (e.g. a log structure) in the compression pool to reduce number of holes in the memory segment. In one embodiment, minor compaction operations may be performed to allow additional allocation of memory pages in the memory device. Minor compaction operations may cost insignificant processing resources to cause noticeable improvement in data processing latency.

[0027] In one embodiment, major compaction operations may be performed to move compressed data among different memory segments of the compression pool in addition to minor compaction operations, for example, when there is a need to swap compressed data out to a swap device. The number of memory segments required in the compression pool may be reduced as a result of the major compaction operations. Unused memory space in memory segments of the compression pool may be tightened up (or reduced), for example, to allow writing out large chunks of compressed memory pages to a swap device. As a result, available IO bandwidth (e.g. between the memory device and the swap device) can be maximized. Further, the amount of ware and tear against the swap device (such as a SSD device) can be minimized.

[0028] In one embodiment, compaction operations are performed based on a compaction model which determines when to perform minor compaction operations, major compaction operations or other applicable data movement operations to maintain efficient memory storage usage in the compression pool. Minor compaction operations may be performed to shuffle compressed data within one memory segment to increase or release available memory space. Major compaction operations may be performed to move compressed data among multiple memory segments, for example, to ensure readiness to swap out memory segments in full size from the compression pool to a swap device. A memory segment may be in full size if it is substantially without holes or with a memory
usage rate greater than, for example, a predetermined threshold (e.g. 99%).

[0029] Thus, log structured data (or model) can be maintained when performing IO operations writing to swap files (e.g. in a swap device) from the compression pool, for example, based on same sized chunk of data (e.g. a compression segment), such as 256KB, 512KB, 1024KB or other suitable size. In one embodiment, the chunk of data transferred during the IO operation for memory swapping may correspond to a collection of compression memory pages according to the IO interface with the swap device (e.g. matching an IO bus buffer size) to improve IO performance. Consequently, efficiency or through put in IO operations between the compression pool and the swap device may be improved based on the compression of the data transferred and the matching transfer data chunk size for the swap device.

[0030] In one embodiment, log structured data in the compression pool may include an ordered list of memory segments. Newly compressed data may be recorded in the head segment (or recording head) of the ordered segment list. Working set analysis for a virtual memory system may be performed to determine which portion of the compression pool to swap out based on the ordered segment lists in the compression pool. For example, the farther away a segment is located in the ordered list from the head segment, the more likely compressed data stored in the segment may no longer be of interest (or of immediate need) for the working set. As a result, the tail segment (or far end from the recording head) may be selected to be swapped out to a swap device. Compressed data may be brought in/out from the compression pool from/to the swap device based on compacted memory segments.

[0031] A need to perform memory swap operations may be identified, for example, to put an upper limit on the size of the compression pool. The size (or shape) of the compression pool may change dynamically based on runtime memory access patterns. In one embodiment, processing cost of compaction/compression/decompression operations vs. memory swap operations may be dynamically monitored (or estimated) based on a cost (e.g. power consumption cost) model to determine when to perform swap operations.

[0032] For example, the rate of compression, decompression and/or compaction operations may correspond to power (or processing resource consumption) to indicate health of the compression pool (or compression layer, compression portion) in the memory device. If this rate exceeds a certain threshold, swap operations may be performed or triggered to page out compressed data out of the compression pool to a swap device. In one embodiment, compression/decompression and/or compaction operations
may incur a fraction of processing cost compared with data \textit{10} transactions in swap
operations. Power cost functions may be evaluated to allow the compression pool to grow
before a need arises for paging out compressed data to a swap device. The cost function
may depend on, for example, the shape of the compression pool, configured tolerance in
processing latency caused by compaction/compression/decompression operations, or
other applicable factors to maintain the working set in the memory device.

[0033] The compression pool in a memory device may allow power savings by
reducing the required number of data paging (e.g. swap operations) to/from a swap
device. For example, as data is compressed, less number of data paging or file paging is
required. Further, efficiency or effectiveness in each data paging or swap operation can be
improved with compacted segments carrying the compressed data via log based
structures.

[0034] In some embodiments, lists of log structure based memory segments in the
compression pool may be ordered corresponding to an age of compressed data stored in
each segment. The age of the compressed data may indicate how early the data was
compressed from the working set or accessed for the working set. Swap operations may
write out memory segments which have been aged (e.g. the tail portions of the ordered
segment list) out of the working set. As a result, compressed data selected to be swapped
out of the compression pool to a swap device (e.g. disk) may stored in a compacted
memory segment which hasn't been used for a while. Swap operations may be performed
to, for example, make room for or accommodate growth of the working set. In the
meanwhile, periodic data write from the memory device to the swap device or disk device
for maintenance purposes (e.g. file or data backup/synchronization) may be avoided or
reduced with significant power saving.

[0035] The compression pool may provide mechanisms for speedy operations for
system hibernation and/or waking up. For example, the compressed portion and
uncompressed portion of a memory device may be separately backed up (or stored) in a
non-volatile storage device (e.g. a disk) for a system to enter a hibernated (or sleep) state.
The compressed portion (or compression pool) may be transferred (or pushed) to the non-
volatile storage device via compacted memory segments. The uncompressed portion of
the memory (e.g. including a current working set) may be compressed into the
compression pool attached with special tags to be transferred to the non-volatile storage
device as compacted memory segments. For example, applications may be suspended into
the compression pool as compressed/compacted memory segments.
During system waking up, the specially tagged compressed memory segments corresponding to the uncompressed portion of the memory device may be retrieved (or pulled back) from the non-volatile storage device to populate the memory device with the previous working set (or hot working set). For example, suspended applications may be unsuspended or restored back to the uncompressed portion of the memory device from the specially tagged compressed memory segments. Instead of retrieving arbitrary memory pages (e.g. previously stored in either the compressed or uncompressed portions of the memory) associated with the application being restored, the system may be pre-heated (or pre-warmed for accelerated waking up) with valuable information previously stored in the uncompressed portion of the memory for the application before retrieving those memory pages previously stored in the compression pool.

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a virtual memory system based on compressed and/or compacted memory. For example, system 100 may include operating environment 101 hosted in a memory device of a data processing device, such as a mobile device, a desktop computer, or a server, etc. The memory device may comprise, for example, a random access memory (RAM) for supporting data processing of at least one processor in the processing device. Compressed memory (or compression pool) 117 may be dynamically partitioned (or maintained) within the memory device. As a result, available memory space in the memory device for supporting operations of operating environment 101, which may be based on the uncompressed portion of the memory device, may be less than the total memory space provided by the memory device. In certain embodiments, multiple processors, such as CPUs, GPUs or other applicable processing units, can access compressed memory 117 in parallel.

In one embodiment, virtual memory management module 103 may virtualize various forms of computer data storage, such as RAM and mass storage devices 121, to allow a program or process, such as application 123, running in operating environment 101 to access memory addresses (or virtual memory addresses) as though there is only one kind of memory, namely virtual memory, which can behave like directly addressable read/write memory in RAM. For example, virtual memory management module 103 can maintain mapping between virtual memory addresses (or a virtual memory address) and actual physical data storage locations, such as physical memory pages within the RAM (or memory device) and storage references in mass storage devices 121.

Virtual memory management module 103 may move data into or out of the memory device (e.g. RAM) via pager layer module 105. For example, data (e.g.
anonymous data or dirty data not backed by a disk file in mass storage devices 121) may be swapped out of physical memory pages in the memory device to free up memory space in the physical memory pages in response to, for example, memory allocation requests from applications and/or other data processing requirements. Clean data (or memory data) which may be available from a disk file in mass storage devices 121 may be paged out (or purged) from the memory device to increase available memory space. When an application, such as application 123, terminates, memory space (e.g. stacks, heaps, etc.) allocated for the application may become available for future allocation.

[0040] In one embodiment, virtual memory management module 103 may send memory swapping in/out requests to pager layer module 105 to manage virtual memory addresses within uncompressed portion of the memory device. Pager layer module 105 may interface with mass storage devices 121 and/or compressed memory management module 107 to move memory pages to/from the uncompressed portion of the memory device. As a result, virtual memory management module 103 can map a virtual memory address outside of the uncompressed portion of the memory device without distinguishing (or knowledge of) whether the virtual memory address corresponds to a memory location within compressed memory 117 or mass storage devices 121. In other words, virtual memory management module 103 can be ignorant of the presence of compressed memory 117.

[0041] Pager layer module 105 may be based on multiple concurrent threads (or input/output threads) to perform memory paging operations. For example, pager layer module 105 may include a file pager to manage uncompressed memory pages storing clean data from disk files of mass storage devices 121. Pager layer module 105 may include memory pager (e.g. as one or more threads) interfacing with compressed memory management module 107 to move uncompressed memory pages to/from the uncompressed portion of the memory device via compressed memory 117.

[0042] In one embodiment, compressed memory 117 may include one or more log structures (e.g. based on an array or queue having a head and a tail) to store compressed memory units. Each log structure may include one or more segments with buffers allocated for storing compressed memory units. Each segment may be of a common size (e.g. 256 KB, 512KB, 1024KB, or other applicable sizes) with memory slots to store an ordered list of compressed memory units (or compressed pages). Each compressed unit maybe be compressed from a memory page in the uncompressed portion of a memory device, e.g. via compressor/decompressor module 111 to the head of a log structure. In some embodiments, each log structure can be updated or operated via
separate threads concurrently and/or independently via compressed memory management module 107.

[0043] A compressed memory unit may be stored in a memory slot (or position) in one segment of a log structure. Compressor module 111 can record or store newly compressed memory page to a head slot of a log structure and update the next slot (to the current head slot) as the head slot of the log structure for future compression. Compressed memory management module 107 may create (or allocate from the uncompressed portion of a memory device) one or more new segments when the current segment (or head segment in the log structure) becomes full (or substantially full). A mapping between a memory page and its corresponding compressed memory unit in a log structure may be maintained for compressed memory 117, for example, based on identifiers identifying a log structure, a segment within the identified log structure and a memory slot within the identified segment storing the compressed memory unit.

[0044] In one embodiment, compressor/decompressor module 111 can manage log structures in compressed memory 117. Each log structure may be associated with a recording head which may point to a head slot in a current segment, e.g. head segment in an array of segments in the log structure. Multiple threads may be associated with compressor/decompressor module 111 to perform memory compress/decompress operations using separate log structures concurrently. Compressor/decompressor module 111 may perform compressing operations according to a request queue storing memory pages to be compressed, for example, as scheduled via pager layer module 105. A memory page when compressed may require less than one page of physical memory size to be stored in a memory slot within a segment in a log structure.

[0045] In one embodiment, as more memory pages are compressed into compressed memory 117, memory slots may be filled up following the head of corresponding log structure. Alternatively, some segments or slots in the segments in the corresponding log structure may become empty or available for allocation when the stored compressed memory units are released. For example, when an application or process terminates, objects or structures maintained for the application may be removed and physical memory pages or compressed memory units owned by the application may be released for future use (i.e. available for allocation). Alternatively, segments may become empty as a result of being swapped out, decompressed or compacted.

[0046] Compressor/decompressor module 111 may pull or decompress compressed memory units out of compressed memory 117 to the uncompressed portion of a memory
device, for example, in response to page faults encountered in virtual memory management module 103. Compressor/decompressor module 111 may perform compressing and decompressing operations concurrently on different segments of compressed memory 117, for example, via separate threads.

Compressed memory management module 107 can include swap module 113 to move segments of compressed memory units between compressed memory 117 and mass storage device 121 via interface module 119. For example, segments of compressed memory units may be swapped out of compressed memory 117 to make room for accommodating newly compressed memory pages, and/or to store a state of the memory device for future recovery during system hibernation process etc. Alternatively, a segment of compressed memory units may be swapped into compressed memory 117 because of page faults encountered in virtual memory management module 103 to access data in one or more of the segment of compressed memory units.

In one embodiment, one or more threads may be running for swap module 113. A swap thread may wake up according to a designated schedule or responding to requests. For example, pager layer module 105 may issue requests to resolve page faults. Memory usage management module 115 may send request to maintain enough available memory space in the memory device. According to one embodiment, a swap thread can wake up to examine the current state of the memory device to determine how many segments of compressed memory units to swap out of compressed memory 117. The swap thread can select a least used (e.g. aged or old) segment, compact it (e.g. via compaction module 109) if needed, and forward the selected segment to mass storage devices 121. Swapping operations via swap module 113 may be performed independent and/or concurrently with compression/decompression operations via compressor/decompressor module 111.

Compaction module 109 may perform compaction operations on compressed memory 117 to reduce memory fragmentation and/or to increase memory swapping efficiencies. For example, compaction module 109 can perform minor compaction operations to slide (or move) compressed memory units within a segment of a log structure without altering ordering relationship among the compressed memory units to consolidate empty memory slots left in between. Alternatively or optionally, compaction module 109 can perform major compaction operations to move compressed memory units across different segments to fill up and/or empty certain segments.

In one embodiment, swap module 113 may request compaction module 109 to compact segments (e.g. minimize or reduce empty slots) for better swapping.
performance. For example, the interface between a memory device and a swap device may be based on a fixed size data buffer for data transfer. A tightly packed segment matching the data buffer size can maximize transfer efficiency (e.g. amount of data transferred per unit time or clock cycle).

[0051] Memory usage management module 115 may determine when to push out or swap out compressed memory units or pages from compressed memory 117 to mass storage devices 121. Memory usage management module can monitor usage status of the memory device to provide triggers for (or send request to) swap module 113 to initiate swapping operations. Usage status may include power usage, memory performance (e.g. read/write speed), memory usage rate, ratio of compressed/uncompressed partitions in the memory device, size of compressed memory 117, size of working set of memory pages, or other applicable runtime measures, etc.

[0052] Figure 2 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of compressing and decompressing memory for a virtual memory. For example, process 200 may be performed by some components of system 100 of Figure 1. At block 201, the processing logic of process 200 can dynamically update a compressed portion of memory in a memory device for a virtual memory supporting one or more processors. The memory device can include an uncompressed portion of memory separate from the compressed portion of memory. A memory address in the virtual memory may be mapped into the compressed portion or the uncompressed portion of the memory.

[0053] In one embodiment, the compressed portion of memory may be updated with additional memory allocated from the uncompressed portion of memory. A memory region allocated in the uncompressed portion of memory may be compressed into the compressed portion of memory to allow the memory region to be available for future allocation in the uncompressed portion of memory of the memory device. The updated compressed portion of memory may be capable of storing the compressed memory region. The size of available memory for allocation in the uncompressed portion of memory may increase as a result of the compression of the memory region.

[0054] According to one embodiment, the compressed memory region may be decompressed back to the uncompressed portion in the memory device, for example, in response to receiving a request to access data in the compressed memory region. The processing logic of process 200 may determine if the requested data is currently available in the uncompressed portion of memory. If the requested data is not currently available in the uncompressed portion of memory, the request may cause a page fault event to trigger
the update on the compressed portion of memory, e.g. to uncompress the compressed memory region.

[0055] The compressed portion of memory may be stored in multiple (or at least one) compressed memory units. Each compressed memory unit may correspond to a separate memory region compressed from the uncompressed portion of memory. Separate compressed memory units may not be stored consecutively (e.g. based on physical allocation within the memory device) in the compressed portion of memory. In one embodiment, the compressed portion of memory may be compacted to cause these separate compressed memory units to be stored consecutively in the compressed portion of memory.

[0056] A memory region may correspond to a memory unit of a fixed size, such as a page of memory, in the uncompressed portion of a memory device. A compressed memory unit may vary in size depending on, for example, amount or compression property of original data content compressed into the compressed memory unit. In one embodiment, a compressed memory region may correspond to a particular compressed memory unit in the compressed portion of memory.

[0057] In one embodiment, a particular compressed memory unit may be stored in between adjacent compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory. When the particular compressed memory unit is removed from the compressed portion of memory, the adjacent memory units may be moved to be stored consecutively next to each other, e.g. via compaction operations. The particular compressed memory unit may be removed from the compressed portion of memory via, for example, decompression operation, swapping operations, or other applicable memory management operations.

[0058] In some embodiments, the compressed portion of memory may include multiple pools of memory slots. Each compressed memory unit may be stored in one or more consecutive (according to physical memory allocation) memory slots. Each pool may correspond to a separate partition of the compressed memory units. In one embodiment, each pool may be associated with a separate thread, e.g. belonging to a process running in a system using the memory. Compaction operations on the compressed portion of memory may be separately and asynchronously performed for each pool via its associated thread.

[0059] The memory device may be coupled with a separate storage device, such as a hard disk, a flash memory or other applicable non-volatile storage device. One or more of the compressed memory units may be swapped out to the separate storage device from the
compressed portion of memory (e.g. to update the compressed portion of memory). As a result, the size of the compressed portion of memory may be decreased to increase the size of the uncompressed portion of memory. Alternatively, the compressed memory units for compressed memory regions may be swapped to the compressed portion of memory from the separate storage device if data in the compressed memory units are not currently available in the compressed portion of memory when requested.

[0060] The processing logic of process 200 may swap compressed memory units between the storage device (e.g. a swap device) and the memory device via an interface having a data transfer buffer, such as a bus buffer with a certain bit size. In one embodiment, the processing logic of process 200 may compact the compressed portion of memory to allow the data transfer buffer to efficiently carry multiple compressed memory units together, for example, with substantially full capacity in each hardware data transaction.

[0061] In one embodiment, the memory region may correspond to a memory page in the memory device. The uncompressed portion of memory can include a working set of memory pages to support currently active data processing processes. The working set of memory pages may be compressed into a series of compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory, for example, in response to a hibernation request to temporarily halt operations of the system. The series of compressed memory units can then be swapped out to a storage device coupled with the memory device for future use.

[0062] The processing logic of process 200 can select at least one compressed memory units to swap out of the compressed portion of memory. The selection may be based on usage properties of the compressed memory units. The usage properties may indicate when data is accessed for the compressed memory units. For example, the usage properties may include time stamps or other meta data associated with a compressed memory unit to indicate when the compressed memory unit was accessed, created, compressed, swapped in, or used etc.

[0063] In one embodiment, the processing logic of process 200 may swap out the compressed memory units which are least likely to be used or requested for the working set, such as via a LRU strategy. The processing logic of process 200 may heuristically determine likelihood of the compressed memory units to be accessed in the near future based on associated usage properties. In one embodiment, the compressed memory units may be stored linearly with an order in the compressed portion of memory. The order may correspond to the usage properties (e.g. access time stamps) associated with the
compressed memory units.

[0064] The compressed portion of memory may include one or more memory segments. Each memory segment can correspond to an array of one or more of the compressed memory units. The processing logic of process 200 can move or slide one or more compressed memory units within a particular memory segment for performing compaction operations to allow multiple compressed memory units to be stored in contiguous memory space within the particular memory segment.

[0065] In one embodiment, each memory segment can have a memory capacity and/or a usage rate. The usage rate can indicate how much of the memory capacity has been used to store a corresponding array of compressed memory units. The processing logic of process 200 can perform the compaction operations to move one or more of the compressed memory units across the memory segments to increase the usage rate of at least one of the memory segments. For example, a memory segment which is 60% full may become 99% full after the compaction operations.

[0066] Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to swap compressed memory pages for a virtual memory. For example, process 300 may be performed by some components of system 100 of Figure 1. At block 301, the processing logic of process 300 can provide a virtual memory based on a memory device. The processing logic of process 300 may dynamically partition the memory device into an uncompressed portion (or layer) of memory and a compressed portion (or layer) of memory. A working set of memory space used to perform data processing tasks by one or more processors coupled to the memory device may be stored in the uncompressed portion of memory.

[0067] At block 303, the processing logic of process 300 can compress one or more memory pages of the uncompressed portion of memory into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory. The compression can increase available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory.

[0068] At block 305, the processing logic of process 300 can decompress a particular one of the compressed memory units from the compressed portion of memory to the uncompressed portion of memory, for example, in response to a page fault as a result of an access request to data in the particular compressed memory unit.

[0069] At block 307, the processing logic of process 300 may swap out at least one varied sized compressed memory unit from the compressed portion of memory to the mass storage device to increase available memory space in the uncompressed portion of
memory, for example, to accommodate additional allocation requirement for the working set in the uncompressed portion of memory.

[0070] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to swap a compacted segment of compressed memory for a virtual memory. For example, process 400 may be performed by some components of system 100 of Figure 1. At block 401, the processing logic of process 400 can compress one or more memory pages of an uncompressed portion of a memory device into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in a compressed portion of the memory device. The memory device may be coupled with a mass storage device.

[0071] At block 403, the processing logic of process 400 may compact the varied sized compressed memory units into a segment or other applicable log structure data in the compressed portion of the memory device.

[0072] In response to receiving an access request to compressed data in one of the compressed memory units, at block 405, the processing logic of process 400 can decompress one or more compressed memory units, for example, from the segment in the compressed portion to the uncompressed portion of the memory device.

[0073] At block 407, the processing logic of process 400 can swap out the segment of the compressed memory units to the mass storage device to increase available memory space in the memory device.

[0074] Figure 5 shows one example of a data processing system, such as a computer system, which may be used with one embodiment the present invention. For example, system 1 of Figure 1 may be implemented as a part of the system shown in Figure 5. Note that while Figure 5 illustrates various components of a computer system, it is not intended to represent any particular architecture or manner of interconnecting the components as such details are not germane to the present invention. It will also be appreciated that network computers and other data processing systems which have fewer components or perhaps more components may also be used with the present invention.

[0075] As shown in Figure 5, the computer system 500, which is a form of a data processing system, includes a bus 503 which is coupled to a microprocessor(s) 505 and a ROM (Read Only Memory) 507 and volatile RAM 509 and a non-volatile memory 511. The microprocessor 505 may retrieve the instructions from the memories 507, 509, 511 and execute the instructions to perform operations described above. The bus 503 interconnects these various components together and also interconnects these components 505, 507, 509, and 511 to a display controller and display device 513 and to peripheral
devices such as input/output (I/O) devices which may be mice, keyboards, modems, network interfaces, printers and other devices which are well known in the art. Typically, the input/output devices 515 are coupled to the system through input/output controllers 517. The volatile RAM (Random Access Memory) 509 is typically implemented as dynamic RAM (DRAM) which requires power continually in order to refresh or maintain the data in the memory.

[0076] The mass storage 511 is typically a magnetic hard drive or a magnetic optical drive or an optical drive or a DVD RAM or a flash memory or other types of memory systems which maintain data (e.g. large amounts of data) even after power is removed from the system. Typically, the mass storage 511 will also be a random access memory although this is not required. While Figure 5 shows that the mass storage 511 is a local device coupled directly to the rest of the components in the data processing system, it will be appreciated that the present invention may utilize a non-volatile memory which is remote from the system, such as a network storage device which is coupled to the data processing system through a network interface such as a modem or Ethernet interface or wireless networking interface. The bus 503 may include one or more buses connected to each other through various bridges, controllers and/or adapters as is well known in the art.

[0077] Portions of what was described above may be implemented with logic circuitry such as a dedicated logic circuit or with a microcontroller or other form of processing core that executes program code instructions. Thus processes taught by the discussion above may be performed with program code such as machine-executable instructions that cause a machine that executes these instructions to perform certain functions. In this context, a "machine" may be a machine that converts intermediate form (or "abstract") instructions into processor specific instructions (e.g., an abstract execution environment such as a "virtual machine" (e.g., a Java Virtual Machine), an interpreter, a Common Language Runtime, a high-level language virtual machine, etc.), and/or, electronic circuitry disposed on a semiconductor chip (e.g., "logic circuitry" implemented with transistors) designed to execute instructions such as a general-purpose processor and/or a special-purpose processor. Processes taught by the discussion above may also be performed by (in the alternative to a machine or in combination with a machine) electronic circuitry designed to perform the processes (or a portion thereof) without the execution of program code.

[0078] An article of manufacture may be used to store program code. An article of manufacture that stores program code may be embodied as, but is not limited to, one or
more memories (e.g., one or more flash memories, random access memories (static, dynamic or other)), optical disks, CD-ROMs, DVD ROMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards or other type of machine-readable media suitable for storing electronic instructions. Program code may also be downloaded from a remote computer (e.g., a server) to a requesting computer (e.g., a client) by way of data signals embodied in a propagation medium (e.g., via a communication link (e.g., a network connection)).

[0079] The preceding detailed descriptions are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the tools used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of operations leading to a desired result. The operations are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.

[0080] It should be kept in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as apparent from the above discussion, it is appreciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as "processing" or "computing" or "calculating" or "determining" or "displaying" or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer system's registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical quantities within the computer system memories or registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.

[0081] The present invention also relates to an apparatus for performing the operations described herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purpose, or it may comprise a general-purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or any type
of media suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each coupled to a computer system bus.

[0082] The processes and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general-purpose systems may be used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to perform the operations described. The required structure for a variety of these systems will be evident from the description below. In addition, the present invention is not described with reference to any particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of programming languages may be used to implement the teachings of the invention as described herein.

[0083] The foregoing discussion merely describes some exemplary embodiments of the present invention. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from such discussion, the accompanying drawings and the claims that various modifications can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1. A machine-readable non-transient storage medium having instructions stored therein, which when executed by a computer, cause the computer to perform a method comprising:
   dynamically updating a compressed portion of memory in a memory device for a virtual memory, the memory device including an uncompressed portion of memory separate from the compressed portion of memory, the virtual memory capable of mapping a memory address to the compressed portion of memory;
   compressing a memory region allocated in the uncompressed portion of memory into the compressed portion of memory, wherein the memory region becomes available for future allocation in the memory device, wherein the updated compressed portion is capable of storing the compressed memory region; and
   in response to a request to access data in the compressed memory region, decompressing the compressed memory region back to the uncompressed portion in the memory device.

2. The medium of claim 1, wherein the request causes a page fault which indicates the data is not available in the uncompressed portion of memory.

3. The medium of claim 1, wherein the update comprises:
   allocating additional memory from the uncompressed portion of memory for the compressed portion of memory, wherein size of available memory for allocation in the uncompressed portion of memory increases as a result of the compression of the memory region.

4. The medium of claim 1, wherein the compressed portion of memory stores a plurality of compressed memory units, each compressed memory unit corresponding to a separate memory region compressed from the uncompressed portion of memory, wherein at least two of the compressed memory units are not stored consecutively in the compressed portion of memory, further comprising:
compacting the compressed portion of memory, wherein the compacting causes
the at least two of the compressed memory units to be stored consecutively
in the compressed portion of memory.

5. The medium of claim 4, wherein the compressed memory region corresponds to a
particular compressed memory unit in the compressed portion of memory, wherein the
particular compressed memory unit was stored in between the at least two compressed
memory units, wherein the decompression removes the particular compressed memory
unit from the compressed portion of memory to allow the at least two of the compressed
memory units to be stored consecutively.

6. The medium of claim 4, wherein the memory device is coupled with a separate
storage device, wherein the update comprises:
swapping out one or more of the compressed memory units from the compressed
portion of memory to the separate storage device, wherein the swapping out
causes a decrease in size of the compressed portion of memory to
increase size of the uncompressed portion of memory.

7. The medium of claim 6, further comprising:
determining if the data of the compressed memory region for the request is
currently available in the compressed portion of memory, wherein the
compressed memory region is decompressed if the data of
the compressed memory region is currently available in the compressed
portion of memory.

8. The medium of claim 7, further comprising:
swapping in the compressed memory region from the separate storage device to
the compressed portion of memory if the data of the compressed
memory region is not currently available in the compressed portion of
memory.

9. The medium of claim 6, wherein a particular one of the one or more of the
compressed memory units was stored in between the at least two compressed memory
units, wherein the swapping out removes the particular compressed memory unit from the
compressed portion of memory to allow the at least two of the compressed memory units to be stored consecutively.

10. The medium of claim 6, wherein the swapping out comprises:
    selecting the one or more of the compressed memory units for the swapping and
    wherein the selection is based on usage properties associated with the
    compressed memory units.

11. The medium of claim 10, wherein the memory region corresponds to a memory
    unit of a fixed size in the memory device, wherein the compressed memory units are of
    varied sizes, and wherein the compressed memory units are stored linearly with an order
    in the compressed portion of memory.

12. The medium of claim 11, wherein the usage properties corresponds to the linear
    order associated with the compressed memory units.

13. The medium of claim 12, wherein usage properties indicate when data is accessed
    for the compressed memory units and wherein the one or more of the compressed
    memory units selected are least recently used according to the linear order for the
    selection.

14. The medium of claim 11, wherein the memory device is coupled with the separate
    storage device via an interface having a data transfer buffer, wherein the swapping is
    based on data transfer over the interface via the data transfer buffer, and wherein the
    compaction allows the data transfer buffer to carry a plurality of the compressed memory
    units together.

15. The medium of claim 11, wherein the compressed portion of memory includes one
    or more memory segments, each memory segment corresponds to an array of one or more
    of the compressed memory units, a particular array of one of the memory segments
    includes two or more compressed memory units, the compacting comprises:
        moving at least one of the compressed memory units within the particular
        memory segment such the two or more compressed memory units are
        stored in contiguous memory space within the particular memory segment.
16. The medium of claim 15, wherein each memory segment has a memory capacity, each memory segment having a usage rate indicating how much of the memory capacity has been used to store corresponding array of compressed memory units, the compacting further comprising:

moving one or more of the compressed memory units across the memory segments, wherein corresponding usage rate of at least one of the memory segments increases as a result the moving of the one or more of the compressed memory units.

17. The medium of claim 4, wherein the compressed portion of memory includes multiple pools of memory slots, each compressed memory unit stored in one or more consecutive ones of the memory slot, each pool corresponding to a separate partition of the compressed memory units, each pool is associated with a separate thread and wherein the compaction is separately and asynchronously performed for each pool via associated thread.

18. The medium of claim 6, wherein the memory region corresponds to a memory page in the memory device, wherein the uncompressed portion of memory includes a working set of memory pages to support currently active data processing processes, further comprising:

in response to a hibernation request, compressing the working set of memory pages to a series of compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory; and

swapping out the series of compressed memory units to the storage device.

19. A machine-readable non-transient storage medium having instructions stored therein, which when executed by a computer, cause the computer to perform a method comprising:

providing a virtual memory based on a memory device, the memory device dynamically partitioned into an uncompressed portion of memory and a compressed portion of memory, the uncompressed portion of memory to store working data processed via a processor coupled to the memory device;
compressing one or more memory pages of the uncompressed portion of memory into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory, wherein the compression increases available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory;

in response to a page fault for an access request to data in one of the compressed memory units, decompressing the one compressed memory units from the compressed portion of memory to the uncompressed portion of memory;

and

swapping out at least one of the varied sized compressed memory units from the compressed portion of memory to the mass storage device, wherein the swapping out increases available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory.

20. A machine-readable non-transient storage medium having instructions stored therein, which when executed by a computer, cause the computer to perform a method comprising:

compressing one or more memory pages of a uncompressed portion of a memory device into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in a compressed portion of the memory device, the memory device coupled with a mass storage device;

compacting the varied sized compressed memory units into a segment in the compressed portion of the memory device;

in response to access request to one of the compressed memory units, decompressing the one compressed memory unit from the compressed portion to the uncompressed portion of the memory device; and

swapping out the segment of the compressed memory units to the mass storage device to increase available memory space in the memory device.

21. A computer implemented method comprising:

dynamically updating a compressed portion of memory in a memory device, the memory device including an uncompressed portion of memory capable of supporting data processing for at least one processor;

compressing a memory region allocated in the uncompressed portion of memory into the compressed portion of memory, wherein the memory region
becomes available for future allocation in the memory device, wherein the updated compressed portion is capable of storing the compressed memory region; and

in response to a request to access data in the compressed memory region, decompressing the compressed memory region back to the uncompressed portion in the memory device.

22. A computer system comprising:
   a memory including executable instructions, the memory dynamically partitioned into a compressed portion and an uncompressed portion;
   a mass storage device;
   a processor coupled to the memory and the mass storage device, the processor to execute the executable instructions from the memory, the processor being configured to compress a memory region allocated in the uncompressed portion of memory into the compressed portion of memory, wherein the memory region becomes available for future allocation in the memory device, wherein the updated compressed portion is capable of storing the compressed memory region;
   in response to a request to access data in the compressed memory region, decompressing the compressed memory region back to the uncompressed portion in the memory device; and
   in response to detecting a high memory usage in the memory device, swap out the compressed memory region to the storage device to increase available memory space in the memory device.
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Fig. 1
Dynamically updating a compressed portion of memory in a memory device, the memory device including an uncompressed portion of memory separate from the compressed portion of memory, the virtual memory capable of mapping a memory address to the compressed portion of memory.

Compressing a memory region allocated in the uncompressed portion of memory into the compressed portion of memory, wherein the memory region becomes available for future allocation in the memory device, wherein the updated compressed portion is capable of storing the compressed memory region.

Decompressing the compressed memory region back to the uncompressed portion in the memory device in response to a request to access data in the compressed memory region.

Fig. 2
Providing a virtual memory based on a memory device dynamically partitioned into an uncompressed portion of memory and a compressed portion of memory, the uncompressed portion of memory to store working data processed via a processor coupled to the memory device 301

Compressing one or more memory pages of the uncompressed portion of memory into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in the compressed portion of memory, wherein the compression increases available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory 303

In response to a page fault for an access request to data in one of the compressed memory units, decompressing the one compressed memory units from the compressed portion of memory to the uncompressed portion of memory 305

Swapping out at least one of the varied sized compressed memory units from the compressed portion of memory to the mass storage device, wherein the swapping out increases available memory space in the uncompressed portion of memory 307

Fig. 3
Compressing one or more memory pages of an uncompressed portion of a memory device into one or more varied sized compressed memory units in a compressed portion of the memory device, the memory device coupled with a mass storage device 401

Compacting the varied sized compressed memory units into a segment in the compressed portion of the memory device 403

In response to access request to one of the compressed memory units, decompressing the one compressed memory unit from the compressed portion to the uncompressed portion of the memory device 405

Swapping out the segment of the compressed memory units to the mass storage device to increase available memory space in the memory device 407

Fig. 4
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